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Abstract 
The focusing of particles has a variety of applications in industry and biomedicine, including wastewater 
purification, fermentation filtration, and pathogen detection in flow cytometry, etc. In this paper a novel 
inertial microfluidic device using two secondary flows to focus particles is presented. The geometry of 
the proposed microfluidic channel is a simple straight channel with asymmetrically patterned triangular 
expansion–contraction cavity arrays. Three different focusing patterns were observed under different 
flow conditions: (1) a single focusing streak on the cavity side; (2) double focusing streaks on both sides; 
(3) half of the particles were focused on the opposite side of the cavity, while the other particles were 
trapped by a horizontal vortex in the cavity. The focusing performance was studied comprehensively up to 
flow rates of 700 μl min−1. The focusing mechanism was investigated by analysing the balance of forces 
between the inertial lift forces and secondary flow drag in the cross section. The influence of particle size 
and cavity geometry on the focusing performance was also studied. The experimental results showed 
that more precise focusing could be obtained with large particles, some of which even showed a single-
particle focusing streak in the horizontal plane. Meanwhile, the focusing patterns and their working 
conditions could be adjusted by the geometry of the cavity. This novel inertial microfluidic device could 
offer a continuous, sheathless, and high-throughput performance, which can be potentially applied to 
high-speed flow cytometry or the extraction of blood cells. 
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Focusing of particles has a variety of applications in industry and biomedicine, including wastewater 
purification, fermentation filtration and pathogen detection in flow cytometry, etc. Hereby, a novel inertial 
microfluidic device employing two secondary flows to focus particles was presented. The geometry of the 
proposed microfluidic channel is a simple straight channel asymmetrically patterned with triangular expansion-
contraction cavity arrays. Three different focusing patterns have been observed under different flow conditions: 
(1) single focusing streak on cavity side; (2) double focusing streaks on both sides; (3) half of particles focused 
on the opposite side of cavity, and other particles trapped by horizontal vortex in cavity. The focusing 
performance was studied comprehensively up to the flow rates of 700 µl min-1. The focusing mechanism was 
investigated by analyzing force balance between inertial lift forces and secondary flow drag in the cross section. 
The influence of particle size and cavity geometry on the focusing performance was also studied. Experimental 
results showed that a more pronounced focusing performance can be obtained with large particles, which even 
showed a single-particle focusing streak in horizontal plane. Meanwhile, focusing patterns and their working 
conditions were adjustable by the geometry of cavity. The novel inertial microfluidic device was capable of 
offering a continuous, sheathless, and high-throughput performance, which can be potentially applied to high-
speed flow cytometry or extraction of blood cells. 
1. Introduction 
Microfluidic technology has achieved a significant progress in the last decade, especially in the field 
of clinical diagnostics and biology. As one kind of manipulation, focusing of bio-particles, such as 
cells and pathogens, is essential in a lot of applications in industry and biomedicine. Focusing original 
 
random distributed particles into one or several equilibrium positions can be used to enrich or separate 
particles according to their different equilibrium positions [1]. Also, focusing of particles along a 
specific path can be employed in flow cytometry for detection and enumeration of bio-particles [2-3]. 
Various manipulation techniques have already been proposed and developed to focus particles in 
microfluidics, such as dielectrophoresis [4-5], magnetophoresis [6-7] and acoustophoresis [8-9]. 
Generally, these active methods provide a precise control of target bio-particles, but with drawbacks 
such as their low throughput and needing expensive equipments to provide external forces. Thus, a 
simple and effective passive focusing method with a high throughput is more desirable, which will 
significantly reduce time and cost for sample treatment. Focusing method based on particles’ 
hydrodynamic properties meets such a demand. Inertial microfluidics, which utilizes particles’ inertial 
migration and other effects (such as Dean flow) to manipulate particles [10], has attracted a 
considerable attention of microfluidics community because it is capable of treating particles sample at 
a very high throughput in a very simple way [1, 11].  
The inertial migration is a phenomenon that randomly dispersed particles in the entrance of a 
straight channel migrate laterally to several cross-sectional equilibrium positions after a long enough 
distance, as shown in figure 1(a), which was observed more than 50 years ago [12-15]. The most 
remarkable observation was conducted by Segre and Silberberg [15-16]. In their experiments, 
macroscopic neutrally buoyant spheres suspended in Poiseuille flow migrated laterally to a narrow 
annulus at about 0.6 times of tube radii from the axis. This was a significant challenge to the widely-
accepted concept that neutrally suspended particles would follow the fluid streamlines. Afterwards, 
although a number of experimental studies and theoretical analyses were conducted to explore the 
mechanism of this migration phenomenon [12, 17-21], it had not been taken into account in the 
practical application until the raise of microfluidic technology recently, where particles’ size is 
comparable with characteristic dimension of microchannel. Specifically, this inertial migration 
phenomenon was used to focus and filter particles [22-26]. Mach and Di Carlo [23] presented a series 
connected straight channel system to filter pathogenic bacteria with an efficiency more than 80%. Hou 
et al. [26] demonstrated to separate Escherichia coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae from whole blood 
at a removal efficiencies of about 80% and 90% respectively in a narrow (20×20 µm) straight 
channel. 
Furthermore, curved channels can create an additional secondary flow effect to assist and modify 
particles’ inertial migration process. The secondary flow is induced by a pressure gradient in radial 
direction, because of fluid velocity mismatching in the centre and near-wall region in the downstream 
of a curved channel [10]. Compared to straight channel, curved channel has following superior 
advantages: (i) improvement of collection purity due to the adjustment of particles equilibrium 
positions; (ii) reduction of channel footprint for particles’ lateral migration due to the assistance of 
secondary flow to accelerate lateral migration; and (iii) equilibrium separations of particles based on 
different equilibrium positions of particles with various sizes [10]. The reported curving geometry for 
 
the inertial microfluidics includes spirals [27-31], single arc [32-34] and symmetric and asymmetric 
serpentine [1, 11, 33, 35]. Bhagat et al. [31] demonstrated a complete separation of 7.32 µm and 1.9 
µm particles in a 5-loop spiral microchannel. Vermes et al. [30] used a planar spiral microchannel to 
spatially order two types of myeloid leukemic cells (HL60 and K562 cells), enabling a 77% efficiency 
of deterministic single cell encapsulation in picolitre drops. Oakey et al. [35] evaluated the 
performance of particles focusing in asymmetric serpentine channels using standard flow cytometry 
methods, and found that their  devices can operate with increasing effectiveness at higher flow rates 
and particle concentrations. 
Besides the curved channel, it was also reported that secondary flow, existing in a straight 
channel with expansion-contraction cavity arrays (CEA channel), can also be employed to modify 
inertial migration of particles [36-38]. Two kinds of secondary flows can be created in CEA 
microchannel including circulating vortex in horizontal plane, due to the detachment of fluid 
boundary layer in the channel expansion area at a large inertia [38-40], and counter-rotating flow in 
cross-sectional plane [36], produced by radial pressure gradient in the downstream of cavity 
contraction area, similar as the Dean flow in curved channel. Circulating vortex in horizontal plane 
was investigated extensively to trap specific bio-particles (such as CTCs) from mainstream according 
to their sizes [39-40], as shown in figure 1(b). Furthermore, bio-particles were circulated in horizontal 
vortex to study the effects of centrifugal force and shear stress on their morphology [41-43]. The 
secondary flow in cross-sectional plane has been applied to focus [44-45] and separate particles [36-
37]. Park et al. [44] presented a multi-orifice microfluidic channel to focus microparticles by the 
combination of inertial migration and secondary flow in cross-sectional plane. In their device, the 
cavity was rectangular and symmetrically patterned on two sides of a straight channel. Inspired from 
the idea that asymmetry can improve the sorting efficiency in spiral channel [11], Lee et al. [36-37, 
45] developed a microfluidic device with asymmetrically patterned rectangular cavity arrays to 
achieve a three dimensional focusing and extraction of blood cells from blood plasma with a 62.2% 
yield and 1.2 ml h-1 throughput. However, a sheath flow was needed while their device operating, 
which brought potential drawbacks of dilution and contamination on bio-particles sample, as well as 
complication of the whole microfluidic system. 
To the authors’ knowledge, inertial microfluidic chip employing both of two secondary flows 
together to focus or sort particles has not yet been explored. In order to extend the applications of 
these secondary flows in microfluidics, we propose a novel inertial microfluidic device, employing 
two secondary flows in cross-sectional and horizontal planes, to achieve three different focusing 
patterns in a CEA microchannel. Besides, no sheath flow is needed in our microfluidic device, and 
this eliminates the risk of contamination and dilution. The proposed microfluidic device can provide a 




Figure 1. (a) Neutrally buoyant particles migrate laterally in a straight channel due to non-zero net inertial lift 
force, and reach their equilibrium positions after an enough distance. (b) A horizontal vortex, caused by the 
detachment of fluid boundary layer at high flow rate, can be applied to selectively trap particles from main 
stream according to particles’ size [39]. (c) Two counter-rotating vortices in the cross-section of curved channel 
[10] and CEA channel [37].  
 
2. Theoretical backgrounds 
2.1 Particle focusing in a straight channel 
The inertial migration of particles in a straight channel is driven by the counteraction of two inertial 
effects: shear gradient lift force FLS, and wall lift force FLW. The shear gradient lift force FLS is due to 
the curvature of fluid velocity profile, while the wall lift force FLW is a result of wall-induced 
disturbance on the flow field around the suspended particles. The existence of equilibrium positions is 
resulted from the balance of two inertial lift forces. The expressions for these two lift forces are hard 
to obtain as they are always complexly coupled. But their net inertial lift force was first derived by 
Asmolov based on the method of matched asymptotic expansions [19], and later simplified by Di 



















=                                                                    (2) 
where ρf, Um and µf are fluid density, maximum velocity and dynamic viscosity, respectively. a is 
spherical particles’ diameter. Dh is hydraulic diameter of channel, defined as Dh=D for a circular 
channel (D is the diameter of circular cross-section) or Dh=2wh/(w+h) for a rectangular channel (w 
and h correspond to width and height of the rectangular cross-section). fL(RC, xC) is lift coefficient of 
net inertial lift force, and it is a function of particles position within cross-section of channel xC and 
channel Reynolds number RC [10]. The Reynolds number Re based on the fluid average velocity is 
related with RC as: Re=2RC/3. The situation where fL=0 corresponds to the equilibrium positions of 
particles. Although fL varies with Reynolds number, at RC<100 that is typical for most microfluidic 
applications, the lift coefficient remains relatively constant, and can be approximated averagely as 
fL≈0.5 [11]. In straight channel, particles’ lateral migration velocity (UL) and the minimum channel 
length (Lmin), as shown in figure 1(a), which is required for particles to migrate to their equilibrium 
positions, can be derived by balancing the net inertial lift force and stokes drag [46]: 































=∗≈                                                       (5) 
Two dimensionless Reynolds numbers can characterize the lateral migration of particles in 
straight channel, which are channel Reynolds number RC describing the ratio between inertial force 
and viscous force of fluid in a flow, and particle Reynolds number RP additionally considering the 












==                                                          (6) 
When RP<<1, the viscous interaction of fluid and particles dominates the particles’ movement in 
the channel. Under this condition, particles are subjected to the dominant surface drag to follow fluid 
streamlines. However, increasing RP to the order of 1, inertial lift forces become dominant that lateral 
migration of particles across the fluid streamlines becomes obvious [11]. 
 
2.2 Effects of Secondary flow 
2.2.1 Secondary flow in the cross-sectional plane 
 
When channels are not single straight but curved or with expansion-contraction cavity (or CEA 
channel), an additional secondary flow in cross-sectional plane appears, as shown in figure 1(c). 
Secondary rotational flow, also called Dean flow, caused by the radial pressure gradient in curved 
channel, was first reported to enhance the species mixing in microfluidics [47]. Recently, it was 
applied to modify particles’ trajectory in inertial focusing processes [1, 31, 33, 35]. Two 
dimensionless numbers were used to characterize this secondary flow: Dean number De=Re(H/2R)1/2 
and curvature ratio δ=H/2R, where R is the radius of channel curvature, and H is width of channel. 
The secondary flow velocity (UD) is scaled as: UD~De2 [10].  
Meanwhile, rotational flow can also happen in a straight channel with expansion-contraction 
cavity arrays (CEA channel) due to the abrupt change of cross-sectional area. The acceleration of 
fluid in the contraction area can produce a Dean-like counter-rotating flow (vortex). Recently, this 
secondary flow effect was already explored to applications of particle focusing and separation [37, 45, 
48]. The secondary flow drag FD, which is due to the difference between particle velocity and fluid 
velocity in cross-sectional plane, can be calculated by stokes drag law: 
)(3 PffD vvaF −= πµ                                                           (7) 
where vf and vp are the lateral velocities of fluid elements and particles in cross-sectional plane, 
respectively. In this paper, the symbol for Dean drag in curved channel and Dean-like (secondary 
flow) drag in the CEA channel were not distinguished as they both could be summarised as secondary 
flow drag FD. 
In curved channel, Dean drag FD co-works with inertial lift forces FL on particles in cross-
sectional plane. When FD is of the same order as FL, equilibrium positions due to the inertial effects 
can be modified to new focusing positions. If FD>>FL, no focusing position is observed, as Dean drag 
FD is dominant to mix particles in the rotating flow. If FD<<FL, the focusing induced by inertial lift 
forces alone is achieved in the downstream [11]. 
2.2.2 Secondary flow in horizontal plane: horizontal vortex in a CEA channel 
At a high fluid inertia, horizontal vortex in the expansion area of a channel is induced due to the 
detachment of fluid boundary layer. This horizontal vortex works with inertial migration to selectively 
trap particles according to their sizes [39-40]. When focused particles, which are the results of inertial 
migration after a long enough distance in a straight channel, reach expansion region, the neighbouring 
channel wall is no longer within its vicinity. It leads to the sudden loss of wall lift force FLW to balance 
the remaining shear gradient lift force FLS which directs to the vortex. Then particles transfer laterally 
to the vortex, and their migration velocity vt is: 
( ) hfCCLSmffLSt DxRfaUaFv πµρπµ 3,3 22==                                  (8) 
where fLS(RC,xC) is the lift coefficient of shear gradient lift force which depends on the local shape of 
fluid velocity profile and channel Reynolds number [40, 49]. It indicates that particles larger than a 
critical size are expected to migrate across streamlines into vortex, whereas smaller particles cannot 
 
migrate fast enough into the vortex before passing the expansion-contraction cavity area. In this way, 
particles can be selectively trapped and separated according to their sizes [40]. 
 
3. Materials and methods 
3.1 Design and fabrication of microfluidic device 
The isosceles right-angled triangular cavities were patterned on one side of a straight channel. The 
aspect ratio of the straight channel was 1.4, with a cross-section of 50 µm×70 µm (width × height). 
The maximum edge of the triangle was L1=900 µm, and the space between two adjacent cavities was 
uniform as L2=900 µm. The total length of straight channel was L0=31 mm, including 17 repeated 
expansion-contraction triangular cavities. Its schematic geometry is shown in figure 2. 
The device was fabricated by standard photolithography and soft lithography techniques. The 
fabrication included three main steps: rapid prototyping of a silicon master, Polydimethylsiloxane 
(PDMS) replica moulding, and sealing through plasma oxidation. Briefly, photoresist (SU-8 2025, 
MicroChem Corp., Newton, MA) was spun at 2000 rpm to a thickness of 70 µm on a silicon wafer, 
and then exposed to UV light through a designed mask using a mask aligner system (ABM, San Jose, 
CA). After that, the photoresist on the silicon wafer was developed in a SU-8 developer solution and 
rinsed by isopropylalcohol (IPA) to create a positive replica of channel geometry. PDMS mixture with 
a 10:1 ratio of base to agent (Dow Corning, Midland, MI) was poured over the silicon master, 
degassed to remove bubbles in a vacuum oven, and cured at 100°C for 45 mins. When PDMS was 
cured, it was taken out of silicon master, and inlet and outlet holes were punched with a custom 
needle tip. Finally, PDMS slide was bonded with a clean glass slide after exposure to oxygen plasma 
(PDC-002, Harrick Plasma, Ossining, NY) for 3 mins. 
 
Figure 2. The schematic geometry of the microfluidic channel with triangular expansion-contraction cavity 
arrays, L0=31 mm, L1=900 µm, L2=900 µm. 
 
3.2 Particles suspension 
Internally dyed fluorescent polystyrene microspheres were purchased from Thermo Fisher Scientific., 
USA. Particles suspension was prepared by diluting 9.9 µm (Product No.G1000, CV<5%), 4.8 µm 
(Product No.G0500, CV<5%) and 3.2 µm (Product No.G0300, CV<5%) particles suspension to the 
 
concentration of ~105 particles ml-1 by deionized water. This concentration was considered as low 
enough to neglect interaction of particles in micro-channel.  
 
3.3 Experimental setup  
Particles suspensions were shaken vigorously before being transferred to a 5 ml syringe, and then 
introduced into the microfluidic chip through a silicon tube by a syringe pump (Legato 100, Kd 
Scientific). The outflow of particles suspension was collected in a glass bottle. The microfluidic chip 
was put in an inverted microscope (CKX41, Olympus, Japan), illuminated by a mercury arc lamp. The 
fluorescence images of fluorescent particles were observed and captured by a CCD camera (Rolera 
Bolt, Q-imaging, Australia) which had a maximum capturing speed of 30 frames per second. The 
fluorescence images were then post-processed and analyzed in the software Q-Capture Pro 7 (Q-
imaging, Australia). The flow rate in the experiment was increased from 50 to 700 µl min-1, 
corresponding to the average fluid velocity from 0.238 to 3.332 m s-1. The exposure time for each 
frame was ranged from 100 to 200 ms, depending on magnification and flow rate. The fluorescence 
intensity profile was taken from the outlet of last cavity to exam the focusing performance of this 
microfluidic device. Focusing width was determined by measuring the distance between points where 
intensity profile crossed 50% threshold. Focusing position was taken as the middle of 50% threshold 
intensity. 
 
3.4 Numerical simulation 
COMSOL Multiphysics 4.2 (COMSOL, Burlington, MA) finite element software was employed to 
calculate the flow field in a straight channel with only 2 of 17 expansion-contraction cavities to save 
computational time and space. The calculated flow field was used to analyze the mechanism of 
particles focusing in microfluidic channel. The reason of using two cavities is to check whether the 
disturbance of previous cavity on flow filed will affect the inlet condition of the following cavity, then 
influence its flow field and corresponding movement of particles within it. The laminar steady 
incompressible flow model was used, because the maximum Reynolds number in the experiments was 
about 250, far less than 2300 which was normally considered as the transition number form Laminar 
to turbulent flow [50]. The inlet condition was set with a uniform average velocity calculated from the 
flow rate, and the non-slip boundary condition was applied on channel surfaces. 
 
4. Results and discussion 
4.1 Effects of flow condition 
The 9.9 µm particles suspension was introduced into the microfluidic chip with a flow rate ranging 
from 50 to 700 µl min-1 in the experiments. Three different focusing patterns were observed under 
different flow conditions: (i) single focusing streak on cavity side (figure 3(a)); (ii) double focusing 
streaks on both sides (figure 3(b)); and (iii) half of particles focused on the opposite side of cavity, 
 
and other particles trapped by vortex in cavity (figure 3(c)). The fluorescence images of 9.9 μm 
particles and their focusing positions at the outlet are plotted in figure 4.  
 
Figure 3. Three different focusing patterns were observed under different flow conditions for 9.9 µm particles. 
(a) Single focusing streak on the cavity side. (b) Double focusing streaks on both sides. (c) Half of particles 
focused on the opposite side of cavity, and other particles trapped by vortex in cavity. 
 
 
Figure 4. (a) Fluorescence images at the outlet indicate the focusing positions of 9.9 µm particles. (b) The 




(i) Increase the input flow rate from 50 µl min-1 (RC=20.82, RP=0.61) at the beginning, the 
focusing phenomenon was not obvious until it was up to 100 µl min-1 (RC=41.63, RP=1.22). It 
coincided with the results in a straight channel where inertial migration became apparent when 
particle Reynolds number was of order 1 [11]. Different from that at least two focusing streaks existed 
in the straight channel [10, 46], a single focusing streak was observed near the centre of channel 
(figure 4(b)). It can be explained by the fact that secondary flow drag FD superposed on the inertial 
effects is big enough to modify the original inertial equilibrium positions. Additionally, the 
mainstream velocity in the primary direction is quite slow, which allows enough time for the transport 
of particles to the new modified equilibrium positions. In order to verify that the magnitudes of 
inertial lift forces and secondary flow drag are of the same order, they are calculated and compared 
qualitatively. The average net inertial lift force FL here is about 0.83 nN, when fL=0.5 (equation (1)). 
As the actual particle velocity is unknown, the exact secondary flow drag is hard to get. However, the 
maximum drag in the lateral direction can be obtained based on the assumption of zero lateral velocity 
of particles [51]. The maximum secondary flow drag FD is about 1.1 nN (equation (7)), where fluid 
lateral velocity vf is calculated averagely based on the flow field in the cross section (b) (shown in 
figure 5(a)). So it can be concluded that inertial lift forces and secondary flow drag are qualitatively in 
the same order under this flow condition. 
For better understanding of focusing mechanism, we conducted a numerical simulation for the 
flow field in a straight channel with two triangular expansion-contraction cavities when the flow rate 
is 100 µl/min, as shown in figure 5(b) (RC=41.63, RP=1.22). Generally, an expansion-contraction 
cavity induces a disturbance on primary flow in the straight channel section, especially in the cross 
section. When the fluid accelerates in the contraction area, a Dean-like counter-rotating vortex is 
formed in the downstream cross section (b) (figure 5b(ii)). The influence of cavity weakens along the 
flow direction x and becomes negligible in the middle of two cavities (cross section (c), figure 
5b(iii)). So the influence of previous cavity on the flow field does not reach the following cavities. 
It is well known that when particles are flowing in a straight channel, they experience two inertial 
lift forces: shear gradient lift force FLS directing towards the channel walls and wall lift force FLW 
pointing to channel centreline. The balance of these two inertial lift forces leads to several equilibrium 
positions within the cross section. In a square straight channel (AR=height/width=1), particles focus 
to four equilibrium positions, at the centre of each face. Additionally, a further reduction to two 
equilibrium positions happens in a high aspect ratio (AR>1) channel, particles focus to the centre face 
about 0.2Dh away from the side walls [37, 48, 52]. When particles are flowing in a high-aspect-ratio 
channel with expansion-contraction cavity arrays, an additional secondary flow drag exerts on the 
particles. The original two inertial equilibrium positions (net inertial lift force FL=0) become unstable 
due to the disturbance of counter-rotating streamlines in cross section (b), and only one modified 
equilibrium position survives on the cavity side. As shown in figure 5c(i), particles on the right (blue 
circle) experience net inertial lift force FL and secondary flow drag FD which both direct 
 
approximately to the right walls, and a little unbalance of these forces in z direction will drive 
particles into the top or bottom rotating streamlines. For the particles on the top and bottom (aqua 
circles), they will easily follow the rotating streamlines due to the strong secondary flow drag, and 
finally reach then stay at the single modified equilibrium position (green circle) where FL and FD 
counteract equally to each other. The modified equilibrium position is expected much further from the 
left wall than the original left inertial equilibrium position (dashed circle in figure 5c(iii)), because 
only a wall-directed net inertial lift force FL can balance the centreline-directed secondary flow drag 
FD. This is also proven by experimental results that particle focusing position is 23.8 µm away from 
left wall (figure 4(b)), which is much larger than 11.7 µm (0.2Dh) for left inertial equilibrium position. 
Also, the focusing width is about 10 μm (figure 6(a)), equal to the diameter of particles. It means that 
a single-particle focusing (all particles focus at one equilibrium position in the cross section, as 
depicted in figure 5c(iii)) is achieved and it agrees well with our expectation. Additionally, numerical 
modelling was employed to predict particles’ trajectory in the microchannel. The inertial lift forces 
and secondary flow drag are believed to dominate this single-particle focusing, although centrifugal 
force of particles in each turn may affect the focusing process (more information see supplementary 
figure S1 and the corresponding text). 
 
 
Figure 5. (a) A straight channel with two triangular expansion-contraction cavities. (b) The simulation results of 
flow field in the cross section (a)~(c), which are 900 µm, 925 µm and 1350 µm respectively from the left 
beginning of first triangular cavity along x direction. (c) Schematic illustration of focusing mechanism in a 
straight channel with expansion-contraction cavity arrays. A single equilibrium position is resulted from the 
balance between the net inertial lift force FL and secondary flow drag FD, with its position (solid circle) closer to 
the centreline of channel than original left inertial equilibrium position (dashed circle).  
 
(ii) Continue to increase flow rate, the single focusing streak shifted to cavity side, and it arrived 
at y=15.5 µm when flow rate was 450 µl min-1 (RP=5.51, figure 6(b)). When the flow rate exceeded 
500 µl min-1 (RP=6.12), another focusing streak on the opposite side of cavity was on set at y=38 µm 
(figure 6(c)). At this time, the inertial migration began to dominate the particles’ movement in the 
cross-sectional plane, and two equilibrium positions existed which was same as the situation in a 
straight channel [22]. In order to verify that the inertial lift forces are superior to the secondary flow 
drag at this situation, both the inertial lift forces and the secondary flow drag force are scaled with 
input flow velocity. From figure 7, it can be seen that the magnitude of secondary flow velocity vf is 
proportional to the input velocity: vf~Um. Meanwhile, the secondary flow drag FD is proportional to vf 
by the stokes drag law [51], therefore FD~Um. However, from equation (1), the net inertial lift force is 
proportional to the square of input velocity, FL~Um2, which means that the inertial lift forces increase 
much faster than the secondary flow drag when Um is over than 1 m s-1. So after flow rate exceeds a 
certain level (500 µl min-1, Um=3.57 m s-1), the secondary flow drag becomes negligible compared to 
the inertial lift forces. 
(iii) When the flow rate reached 600 µl min-1 (RP=7.35), the fully developed vortex in the cavity 
area began to trap particles from the mainstream on the cavity side, and isolated them in circulating 
streams (figure 3(c)). So a single focusing streak on the opposite side of cavity was observed at y=35 
µm (figure 6(c)). The trapping of particles happens due to the disappear of wall lift force which 
always balances the shear gradient lift force in a straight channel, so particles can migrate across 
streamlines into vortex [39-40]. This focusing pattern is expected to satisfy demands where the 
particles focusing and trapping need to be conducted simultaneously. For example, half of particles 
can be trapped in the vortex for the labelling and study of shear stress on the morphology of bio-
particles, and the other particles are focused along a specific path for the detection and enumeration in 
the downstream. 
The single focusing streak moved from right to left side when flow rate surpassed 650 µl min-1 
(RP=7.96), and also a new focusing streak seemed to arise around its original position (figure 6(d)), 
which may be due to the saturation of particles in the vortex region.  
There may also be the concern whether Dean-like vortex will change or even disappear due to the 
development of horizontal vortex in the cavity as they are actually intrinsically linked. Hereby, the 
flow field under three typical flow conditions were calculated by numerical simulation: (1) no 
 
horizontal vortex, (2) partially developed horizontal vortex, and (3) completely developed vortex, as 
shown in figure 8. It was found that even the horizontal vortex was developed completely, the Dean-
like vortex still stayed, but its shape became a little flat. Additionally, as mentioned above, the inertial 
lift forces dominated the particles’ movement in the cross sectional plane before horizontal vortex was 
developed completely. At this point, the secondary flow drag could be neglected, and the cross-
sectional flow field (or Dean-like vortex) actually was not important in the second and third focusing 
pattern. 
 
Figure 6. The normalized fluorescence intensity profile of 9.9 µm particles along the channel width under 
different RC and RP at the outlet, representing the particles’ distribution at the outlet. (a) The fluorescence profile 
at the outlet for three typical focusing patterns: single focusing streak on the cavity side, double focusing streaks 
on both side and single focusing streak on opposite side of cavity. (b) In the first focusing pattern, the focusing 
streak shifted to the cavity side when increasing flow rate (or RC). (c) Transition procedures for three different 
focusing patterns. Continue to increase the flow rate at the end of first focusing pattern (RC=208.13, RP=6.12), 
another focusing streak appeared on the cavity opposite side so that first focusing pattern transferred to second 
focusing pattern (RC=228.94, RP=6.74). When RC reached 249.76, the focusing streak on the cavity side 
disappeared, leaving only a focusing streak on opposite side. At this point, second focusing pattern transferred to 
 




Figure 7. The magnitude of secondary flow is the average value of fluid lateral velocity in the cross-section, 
defined as SdSv f /∫∫ . And the maximum magnitude of secondary flow is maximum absolute value of lateral 
fluid velocity in the cross section, defined as )(max f
S
v .The data are obtained from the flow field which is 




Figure 8. The Dean-like vortex under (a) RC=41.63: no horizontal vortex is formed, (b) RC=166.5: horizontal 
vortex is developed partially and (c) RC=249.76: horizontal vortex is developed completely. The cross section 
(b) is 925 µm from the left beginning of the triangular cavity along x direction. 
 
4.2 Effects of particle size 
In order to study the effects of particle size on the focusing process, 4.8 µm and 3.2 µm particles 
suspensions were also introduced into the same microfluidic device. The fluorescence images and 
intensity profile of 4.8 μm particles at the outlet were shown in figure 9. Similar to the 9.9 µm 
particles in the flow rate of 100 µl min-1, 4.8 µm particles were also focused to the central area of the 
channel (RP=0.28) (figure 9(i)). However, a focusing streak with 20 µm width in the centre of channel 
was observed for the 4.8 µm particles (Figure 9(b)) and they began to expand into two sides 
symmetrically when RP exceeded 0.85 (figure 9a(ii)~(v)), although single-particle focusing can be 
obtained with 9.9 µm particles under this flow condition. This may be due to the much smaller inertial 
lift forces and secondary flow drag exerted on 4.8 μm particles. So a much longer channel with more 
cavity arrays is expected to enable a single-particle focusing for these 4.8 µm particles.  
 
 
Figure 9. (a) Fluorescence images of 4.8 µm particles at the outlet under different flow conditions. (b) 
Fluorescence intensity profile for 4.8 µm particles at the outlet under the different RC and RP. 
 
3.2 µm particles distributed almost uniformly at the outlet when inflow flow rate was 100 µl min-
1, because particle Reynolds number was too small (RP=0.13), and the inertial effects were negligible 
(figure 10a(i)). When the flow rate was increased to 400 µl min-1 (RP=0.50), a focusing streak with 27 
µm width in the centre of channel was also observed (figure 10a(ii)), which was similar with 4.8 µm 
particles. When flow rate exceeded 500 µl min-1 (RP=0.63), particles began to migrate and focus on 
both sides of channel although particle Reynolds number was still less than 1 (figure 10a(iii)). 
Additionally, the two focusing streaks got closer to channel walls by increasing the flow rate (figure 
10a(iii) ~ (v)), which agreed well with the inertial focusing phenomenon in a straight channel [49, 53]. 
 
 
Figure 10. (a) Fluorescence images of 3.2 µm particles at the outlet under different flow conditions. (b) 
Fluorescence intensity profile for 3.2 µm particles at the outlet under the different RC and RP. 
 
4.3 Effects of cavity geometry 
Besides the triangular cavity, cavity with other shapes, such as diamond and half circle, 
asymmetrically patterned on a straight channel were also applied to focus particles. These cavities’ 
characteristic dimensions (diameter for half circular cavity, maximum diagonal line for diamond 
cavity) were the same with the triangular cavity as 900 µm. In these cavities, the expansion angle was 
equal to contraction angle. The 9.9 μm particles suspension was introduced to get more obvious 
focusing phenomenon. By increasing flow rate from 50 µl min-1, three different focusing patterns 
were also observed, as shown in figures 11 and 12. This phenomenon was similar to the above-
reported triangular cavity arrays channel (triangular CEA channel). However, the flow conditions for 
each focusing pattern were quite different in different shaped CEA channels. For example, when flow 
rate was 400 µl min-1 (RC=166.50, RP=4.90), the first focusing pattern existed in triangular CEA 
channel (figure 3(a)), whereas second focusing pattern and third focusing pattern were already 
happened in half circular and diamond CEA channels, respectively (figures 11(b) and 12(c)). It 
indicates that the focusing pattern and its working condition can be adjusted by the geometry of 
cavity. The working conditions for three different focusing patterns in CEA channel with different 
expansion and contraction angles are plotted in figure 13. We can see that the trigger channel 
 
Reynolds number (the very start flow condition for each focusing pattern) for the second and third 
focusing patterns decreases with increasing cavity’s expansion and contraction angle. So when first 
focusing pattern is applied to flow cytometry, a smaller expansion and contraction angle is preferred 
in order to have a wider available working area. However, to use the third focusing pattern for the 
particles trapping and circulation, a larger expansion and contraction angle is favoured because vortex 
can be generated in a much lower flow rate, which will significantly reduce the possibility of 
microfluidic chip failures due to the inadequate bonding and sealing strength.  
 
Figure 11. Three different focusing patterns in a straight channel with asymmetrically patterned half circular 




Figure 12. Three different focusing patterns in a straight channel with asymmetrically patterned diamond cavity 
arrays (particles diameter=9.9 µm). 
 
 
Figure 13. The working conditions for three different focusing patterns in cavity arrays channel with different 




A novel inertial microfluidic device with asymmetrically patterned triangular cavity arrays to 
effectively focus particles was presented. Two secondary flows in cross-sectional and horizontal 
planes were innovatively employed together to modify inertial focusing in a simple single-layer 
microfluidic chip. Three different focusing patterns were observed, and their focusing mechanism was 
discussed up to RP=7.35. The first focusing pattern is suggested for the application of flow cytometry, 
where detection unit can be placed in a specific lateral position of downstream according to the 
working flow condition. The second focusing pattern can be used to filter particles (such as blood 
cells for the extraction of blood plasma). Outlets can be added on the two sides of main channel, to 
extract focused particles from mainstream. The third focusing pattern can meet the demands where 
both particles focusing and trapping are needed at the same time. The proposed focusing method has 
following advantages: (i) sheathless, no sheath flow is used to eliminate the risk of dilution and 
contamination; (ii) high throughput, the flow rate can be as high as 700 µl min-1 in a single channel; 
(iii) good focusing performance (especially for large particles), a single-particle focusing can be 
achieved for 9.9 µm particles, which reaches the performance of most reported hydrodynamic 
microfluidic chip [11, 35, 44, 48, 54]; (iv) flexible focusing ability, three different focusing patterns 
can satisfy various demands, with their working condition adjustable by the geometry of cavity. 
Overall, this inertial microfluidic device can provide a continuous, sheathless and high-throughput 
focusing performance, which can be potentially applied to high-speed on-chip flow cytometry or 
filtration of bio-particles.  
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